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The founders of SkLO, Pavel Hanousek, Karen Gilbert, and Paul 
Pavlak discovered each other living in the same small town in 
Northern California in 2009.  Karen Gilbert and Paul Pavlak (an artist 
and architect, respectively) met Hanousek, a native Czech with 
years of experience working with the Czech glassblowing tradition.  
The three decided to join together to pursue a new vision of hand 
blown Bohemian crystal:  an American studio that brings a modern 
aesthetic designed and guided by Gilbert and Pavlak, to a historic 
craft tradition.

We work exclusively with glassmasters in the Czech Republic, and 
as designers we seek to express what is unique and specific to the 
Czech hand blown crystal tradition.  Our design philosophy at SkLO 
is rooted in materiality and process.  We believe in revealing the 
underlying nature of the materials and the way things are made, 
resulting in details that make each piece unique.  We strive for 
subtlety, restraint, and beauty.
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SkLO : PROJECT
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SkLO SHIPS  WORLDWIDE FROM TWO LOCATIONS:
CALIFORNIA AND THE CZECH REPUBLIC

ORDERS AND INQUIRIES 
INFO@SKLOSTUDIO.COM  /  707.385.2101

FULL COLLECTION AVAILABLE AT WWW.SKLOSTUDIO.COM

SkLO was photographed at:
Blu homes Mare Island Breezehouse, Bluhomes, www.bluhomes.com
Breuer / Lundberg Cabin, Lundberg Design, www.lundbergdesign.com
Private Residence, Healdsburg California
Private Residence, Hradec Kralove Czech Republic
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